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Symmetry-breaking effects on VPy decays are discussed assuming nonexoticity of intermediate states and V-P

symmetry. The SU(3)-breaking predictions are in good agreement with all experimental values except for

I (K~'~K'y). The analysis demands an accurate measurement of I'(K~'~K'y). We also consider isospin

breaking which can make r(K»' —+K y) compatible with other vector-meson decay rates. Two-photon decay

widths of pseudoscalar mesons are also calculated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Qver the last few years, various attempts' ' have
been made to understand radiative decays of mes-
ons. It is now clear that the experimental data
cannot be explained within the limit of exact inter-
nal symmetry with the conventional form of the
electromagnetic-(EM) current. Relaxing the nonet
symmetry' and/or the introduction of an indepen-
dent singlet piece' in the EM current has not prov-
en to be helpful. The vector-meson dominance
(VMD) mechanism also seems to be unable to al-
ter the (p-»)/(~-») ratio. ' The data seem to
demand the introduction of symmetry breaking.
However, the general Muraskin-Glashow'- sym-
metry-breaking formalism introduces too many
independent parameters to lead to useful informa-
tion, and additional assumptions are required to
reduce the number of parameters. Boson sym-
metry, i.e, symmetry between the vector meson
and photon (which makes symmetry breaking com-
patible with the VMD scheme) does not solve the
problem as the p - my and ~- n.y amplitudes remain
related through'

(» I p&
= I/~(&»

I
~&»»+ (» I y& co»), (1.1)

where 8 is the v-P mixing angle. Also the sym-
metry-breaking scheme with nonet symmetry on
the EM Hamiltonian, i.e. ,

(P(9)
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&(»& = (P(»
I
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does not lead to a good fit with experiment. '
In this paper, we consider symmetry-breaking

effects in a semidynamical approach. The sym-
metry breaking is assumed to arise through the
scattering process S+ V -P+y, where S is the
symmetry-breaking spurion and the symmetry-
breaking contributions are expressed in terms of
reduced matrix elements corresponding to each
intermediate state in s, t, and u channels. Con-
straints on the reduced amplitude are obtained by
assuming (i) that the nonexotic intermediate states

contribute dominantly and (ii) that the symmetry-
breaking Hamiltonian preserves the symmetry be-
tween vector meson and pseudoscalar meson. Leav-
ing aside K*'-K 'y then SU(3)- symmetry-breaking
effects are expressed in terms of only two
parameters. We observe that all the predicted VPy
decay rates including the I'(q'- py)/I" (q'- ~y)
ratio are in good agreement with experiment, ex-
cept the K* -K y decay width which is predicted
to be larger than the experimental value. Using
a symmetry-broken VPy vertex, we calculate the
two-photon decay widths of pseudoscalar mesons.
The recently measured p-~y decay width raises
the z'-yy decay width reasonably close to the ex-
perimental value.

Assuming that the measurement of I'(ff'*'-K'y)
is correct, one may conclude that SU(3) breaking
alone is unable to explain the radiative decays.
It has been pointed out' that one can explain K*0
-K'y and p- my decay rates by including isospin
breaking. With isospin breaking a satisfactory
1 (K*'-K'y) can be obtained without disturbing
other vector-meson decay widths, but this lowers
the q'-meson decay ratio I'(q'- py)/I'(ii'- ~y) to
an unacceptable value of 4 and gives very large
P -yy decay widths. Using I"(w'-zy) to fix the
isospin breaking, a satisfactory agreement be-
tween the calculated and the experimental values
« I'(q'- pr)/r(n'- ~r), I (n-yr), and I (il'-rr)
is obtained.

Vfe also extend our formalism to SU(4) symmetry
to include charm particles. Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka-
rule-violating P and q, decays remain forbidden as
a result of ideal mixing. In the presence of SU(4)
breaking one may obtain a low P- q,y decay rate.
We are unable to predict charm-particle decay
rates, as at least one input is required to fix the
relative strength of SU(4)-breaking interaction.

In Sec. II, preliminaries of the method are de-
scribed. In Sec. Ill, we discuss the SU(3)-breaking
effects on VPp decays. Isospin breaking is in-
cluded in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, the formalism is ex-
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tended to SU(4). Summary and conclusions are
given in the last section.

II. PRELIMINARIES

2/3T', —1/3T,'—1/3T,' (2.1)

Firstly, we discuss radiative decays in the un-
charmed sector and so work in an SU(3)-symmetry
framework. The SU(3)-symmetric EM Hamilton-
ian is taken to transform like

components of octet representation. SU(3)-sym-
metric contributions are obtained from the con-
traction

g [(Pm V b + pb Vm) b
5 b(pmV n )]Ta (2.2)

where T; is the EM Hamiltonian and P; and V; are
tensors representing nonet representation of
pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively.
In matrix form P; and V; are given as .

1
(n +»Icos8~+ q' sin8~) K

Pa-
b '(-w'+»i cos8~+»I' sin8~)

Ko

K'

-g sin&~+ g' cos8~

(2.3)

(p'+ u& cos 8» + P sin 8») p

(-p'+ u& cos8»+ P sin8») K+0 (2.4)

K*' K* -h) sin8»+ Q cos8»

where

8~ = 45' (quadratic mass formula) (Ref. 10),

8» =0 (ideal mixing)
2.5

=5' (quadratic mass formula) .

I

In general, symmetry breaking to VPy decays can
be obtained by introducing matrix elements
&P IT(H«, H')

I
V), where H' is the symmetry-

breaking Hamiltonian' at the EM vertex. Various
possible contractions for these matrix elements
are

(Pa VmTa Hb}+b (Pa Va TmHb)+b (P V" T H")

+b (P" V T H )+b (P"V' T„H )+b (P' Vb T„H,)+b (P„VbT~, )+b (P"V'„TbHb)+b (P"V„TbHb), (2.6)

while there is one relation among these nine
parameters. C invariances of the EM interaction
reduces these to five through the following:

b, -b, ,

b5=b6

bv=bs-

(2.7)

S+V-P+y, (2.8)

where S is the symmetry-breaking spurion. The
transition amplitude for the process is expressed
in terms of reduced matrix elements correspond-
ing to each intermediate state Im) in s, t, and u

We obtain further constraints on these parameters
by considering the scattering process

channels. Different reduced matrix elements are
defined as

m&& llsllv&

for s channel (S+ V-m-P+y),
x' =

&yl fs flm)&mllp flv)

for t channel (V+P-m -y+S),
slim&& llyffv)

(2 9)

for u channel (V+y-m P+S),
where the superscripts and subscripts denote the
channel and intermediate states, respectively.
The possible intermediate states Im) in these
channels belong to 1, 8, 10, 10*, and 27 represen-
tations. The correspondence between the various
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reduced matrix elements A's and the parameter
b's in Eq. (2.6) for each channel is given in the
Appendix. In order to obtain constraints on the
reduced matrix elements we assume the following.

(1) Nonexotic intermediate states (qq) contribute
dominantly to the symmetry-breaking interaction,
i.e. ,

P
(2.15)

Using these radiative decay amplitudes, one may
also calculate the symmetry-breaking effects on
two-photon decays of pseudoscalar mesons since
the two processes can be related through the VMD
mechanism, ' i.e.,

AS At —Qg
0,10+~27 10~10 ~27 10,10 ~37 (2.10) P -y+y -=P —V+y

(2) The symmetry-breaking Hamiltonian pre-
serves the symmetry between pseudoscalar and
vector meson" [see Eq. (2.2)], i.e. ,

(2.11)

or

(2.16)

The effective Hamiltonian for symmetry-breaking
interaction is then reduced to

where g, '/4m=2. 93 is the pwca coupling constant.
The P -yy decay widths are then calculated from

for the t channel:

a (P"V~T' H~+P'V" T H +P V" T' H +P"V' T H )1 5 n m a n m Q a ff 5 m a m ff b a

+a, (P" V„"T~H'); (2.12)

for the s and u channels:

1 (P -yy') = — m ~'
I
A ~,„I

III. SU(3)-SYMMETRY-BREAKING EFFECTS

(2.17)

(Pnva TmHb+Pa V& TmH5) (2.13)

Notice that an effective independent singlet piece
is generated in the EM Hamiltonian through the
second term in (2.12).

Obtaining symmetry-broken decay amplitude

A~~„ in this manner, the radiative decay widths
are calculated from

SU(3)-symmetric contributions to VPy decay
amplitudes, obtained from (2.2), are given in the
second column of Table I. SU(3)-breaking contri-
butions can be obtained from (2.12) and (2.13) by
choosing the symmetry-breaking Hamiltonian
H', to be the H', component of the octet. Such con-
tributions to various decays arising in the s, t,
and u channels are given in the third and fourth
columns of Table I. Aside from K*'-K'y, all the

TABLE I. Symmetric and symmetry-breaking contributions to VI'p decays.

Symmetric
Hamiltonian

SU(3) breaking
s andu

channelsI; channel

SU(2) breaking
s andu

channelst channel

p ~K

p'- vr'y

p '0'Y

CO ~~
CV~ gP

Q -7ry

~g 0 ~0~

gg+ ~g+p
p'Y

X/3

X/3

w/vY

m/3'
-m/3W2

-Za/3

~/3
A/vY

w/aT

-a2/3

-a2/3

-a2/3v 2

(4,+a,)/a/7

(-4a, —a,)/3'
-(2a, +a,) /3

-(2a, +a,) /3

-a2/Su%

2a3/3v 2

-2a3/a/Y

-a3/3

2a3/3

0

(4ag+2a2) /3

(4a(+2a2}/s

4a', /a/Y

4 i/3

(4a', +2a',)/3'

-2a2/3v 2

2a2/a/Y

2a', /3

(4a )+2a2) /3

4 ', /a/Y

(4a', + 2a',) /~2

-as/3

2a3/3

2a3/8/2

2a3/3

2a3/3v 2

-a3/3
2a', /a/2

2as/A/2
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TABLE II. Meson radiative decay widths in keV (ideal ~-P mixing and physical q-q' mix-
ing). Values in parentheses are input.

Decay SU(3) breaking SU(3) + SU(2) breaking Experiment

po~oy

p9y

ft&x y
Qgy
4R y
gg O~oy

Q++g+y
'Q py
'g

n'pyle'~y
7t yy (eQ
rly y
ri'y y

(35)

35

(svo)
2.7

0
(65)
0.3
167
4p 8

115
4 0
28
5.4
0.46
5.2

(63)

63
54

(svo)
4.8

0
(65)
0.3
148
4p
115
7.4
15.6
6.8
0.49
5.4

63

380
54

(870)
(29)

0
(65}
0.3
62
40 ct

115
44
3.7
18.6
0.65
6.6

63

71
54

(870)
5.4

0
(65)
0.3
142
40 8

115
8.3
13.8
(v.s)
0.49
5.4

35+10 (Bef. 12)
63 + 8 (Ref. 13)

50+13 (Bef. 14)
76+15
870+60 (Bef. 17)

0+('s8 (Ref. 14)
29+7
5.7+2.1 (Bef. 17)
65+15 (Befs. 14, 17)

75+35 (Ref. 17)
40+15 (Ref. 13)
93.1+25.1 (Ref. 4)
8.4 +2.7 (Ref. 4)
14.0 + 3.4 (Ref. 14)
7.8+0.9 (Ref. 12)
0 323+0 046 (Ref 17)
5.4+2.1 (Ref. 15)

' These can be fitted independently of others.
Nonzero ~(Q 7t y) can be obtained with nonideal ~-Q mixing.

decay amplitudes involve three unknown paramet-
ers, which we fix by using pay, &sly, and Pgy de-
cay widths as inputs. The calculated decay widths
are displayed in the second and third columns of

Table II. To discuss the predictions more explicit-
ly, we look into the decay amplitudes. We obtain
the following simple sum rules in the case of ideal
~- P mixing:

&vy~ y&=O,

&pr (
n'& = &vr

~

&q&&~= &qr
~

p&

9.97+0.29 9.59 +1.25 (constructive-interference solution)

11.82 ~ 1.16 (destructive-interference solution),

&~y (
n'& = &v'r

I
p'&I M= &v r

~
p &IM= &m (

~&

2.06+0.34* 2.18+0.80 (constructive-interference solution),

2.76+ 0.17** 6 78+ 0.81. (destructive inter-ference solution),

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

4.14 + 0.48,

. &Jf'r
~

ff *'& = l (&v r
~
p &

—&vr
~

4» —~&or
~
4&)

-8.51 +0.83 ~

-5.68 y1.25 -8.02 y0.66**.

Relations (3.2) and (3.3) give the g' decay ratio as

&pr I n'& &&r I &&

&~r I n'& &vr ~ p&

3.43 + 0.42 4.85 + 0.96*

3.61 + 0.38**.

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)
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Where single- and double-asterisk values cor-
respond to 35+10 keV (Ref. 12) and 63+8 keV
(Ref. 13) values of p - vy decay width, respective-
ly, and all the decay amplitudes are in the units
of (96mx 10 ")"'MeV '. The P-wy decay rate
vanishes even in the presence of symmetry break-
ing and a nonvanishing value can be obtained by
varying the u&-P mixing slightly from its ideal
value. Since this does not produce a significant
change in other numbers, we keep the ideal z-Q
mixing in discussing other decays. Notice that
relation (1.1) is not valid in the present analysis
and the p-7ty decay width can be fixed indepen-
dently of that of e-py. In fact, in relation (3.3)
one finds that the constructive-interference solu-
tion for (d - gy is in good agreement with low
I'(p-my) = 35 +10 keV,"though p-qy satisfies re-
lation (3.2) for both solutions. " Through relation
(3.2) the I'(&u-wz) decay rate predicts I'(q'- pz)
=115+8 keV which agrees with 93.1 +25.1 keV ob-
tained~ from known branching fractions B(q' - py),
B(g'-v'v y) and total decay width I'q'=280+100
keV observed in a recent, w- p -n+ missing mass
experiment. " But the low p - wy decay width re-
mains in conflict with the q' -py/q' - ~y ratio and
predicts a large value for I'(K*'-K'y).

Recently, it has been suggested by Kamal and
Kane" that in the analysis of the Primakoff-effect
experiments for measuring radiative decay widths,
it is important to include the A, -exchange ampli-
tude for high-Z nuclei. With the inclusion of A,-
exchange effects the experimental value for p -my
can be expected to be as high as 66 keV in the ex-
periment of Gobbi et a/." A more recent experi-
ment" has yielded a rate I'(p-my) =63 a8 keV.
With this value for p- my, the g' decay-width ratio
is predicted to be 15, which agrees well with the
experimental value 14.1 + 3.4." Within experimen-
tal errors the (dqy decay remains compatible with
the larger I'(p-wy) value. The I'(K*'-K'y) is
somewhat lowered, although it still remains high-
er than the experimental value. The I'(K*'-K'y)
can be fixed to be 40 +15 keV" by an independent
choice of a„ i.e. , s- and u-channel contributions. "
Predictions with I'(p-wy) =63 keV as input are
given in the tbird column of Table II. Values of the
parameters A, a„a„a,are found to be

A =14.09, a, =-2.27, a, =2.40, a, =-1.97.
(3.7)

Thus, symmetry-breaking contributions are about
15%. The a, term occurring in the t channel (2.12)
corresponds to symmetry breaking due to quark
mass, i.e., by taking the

2yl & y2 ~ ys1 3 2 3 3
S

form of EM Hamiltonian for M1 transitions. In
fact, a, is related to the quark-mass ratio m„/m,
through

PÃ„20' (3.8)

predicting I„/m, to be 0.68 in agreement with
other estimates. "" The a, term corresponds,
effectively, to an independent singlet piece."As
the other terms are of the same order as a„ it is
clear that the addition of a singlet piece alone in
EM current cannot explain the data.

Using the vector-meson dominance' hypothesis,
the radiative VPy decays can be related to other
mesonic processes such as V-VP, V-3P, and
P-yz. Fixing g, '/4' from the p'-e'e decay
rate, O'Donnell has obtained' I'(p-wy) =65 keV
and I'(K*'-K'y) = 36 keV, in nice agreement with
recent measurements. " But this choice implies
I'(e-wy) = 723 keV, lower than the world average
value 870 keV." This simple VMD scheme also
gives large I'(p-qy) =117 keV and I'(K*'-K'y)
=144 keV. Although a recent analysis by Ohshima
claims I'(~-vy) to be 789 +92 keV, consistent
with O'Donnell's prediction, ' I'(Q —qy) and
F(K*'-K'y) remain much larger in both schemes.
Etim and Greco" have shown that a satisfactory
description for most of the radiative meson de-
cays, especially the low K*'-K'y decay width,
canbe obtained with vector-meson-dominance and
quark current-algebra constraints. However, they
fail to explain the low p - py decay width. Even the
recently measured value 63 +8 keV" for I (p- wy}

is far below the VMD prediction value of 95 keV. '
Also, K*'-K'y is predicted to be small in com-
parison to its experimental value 40 +15 keV."
Therefore, symmetry breaking may still be re-
quired by the data, as considered here. We also
calculate symmetry-breaking effects on I'(P-zz)
decay widths, by relating these decays to VPy
decays through the VMD mechanism (2.16). The
calculated decay widths are given in Table II.
Notice that I'(p-wy) =63 +8 keV raises 1"(v'-yy)
reasonably close to experiment. The g' -yy decay
width is in good agreement with recent measure-
ments of the g' decay width. "

Thus we find that all of the rates except for
K*'-K'y agree well with experiment in the pres-
ence of symmetry-breaking effects considered in
the present analysis. The predicted value for
K"'-K'y decay differs by as much as 40% from
the maximum possible value. However, the mea-
surement of I'(K*'-K'y) has also been criticized
by Kamal and Kane" and the true value could well
be much higher. So either the measured rate is
w'rong or else one has to look for a theoretical
explanation for the narrow width of K*'-K'y.
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For this reason, we include isospin breaking in
the next section.

IV. INCLUSION OF ISOSPIN BREAKING

It has already been pointed out that a good agree-
ment for K~-K'y and p-zy decay rates can be
obtained by taking account of isospin and SU(3)
breakings. ' In other sectors also, such isospin-
breaking effects have been looked for."'~ Theo-
retical estimates for d/u quark mass ratio ranges
from 1.5 to"'~ infinity. In some experiments,
for instance f -KT7 decays, large isospin viola-
tions have been observed. ~ In our formalism
isospin-breaking contributions can be obtained

by choosing the symmetry-breaking Hamiltonian
to be the K,' component of the octet. In the fifth
and sixth columns of Table I we give isospin-
breaking contributions. Primes over the a' s
indicate that reduced matrix elements are taken
to be different from those for SU(3) breaking. Cal-
culated decay widths in the presence of SU(2) as
well as SU(3) breaking are compared in the fourth
and fifth columns of Table II. One immediate con-
sequence of including isospin breaking is that the
po- w'y rate is no longer equal to p - v y (notice
that this equality is broken only in s and u chan-
nels). Relations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4) remain
valid, others are modified to

&~r l
n'&= &v'r

l
p'&/~= &ny f

~&

6.78+0.81 (destructive-interference solution)

2.18 +0.80 (constructive-interference solution),

X'r flf'*'&=2 t~(&nr f~& &nr f0-)) &vr f~-&7

-5.12+0.64 (destructive-interference solution)

-5.68 + 1..25 -8.4 + 1.10 (constructive-interference solution) .

(4.1)

(4.2)

(V6+15)
(29+7 ]

'

which can give the g' decay-rate ratio as high as
5.8.

Evidently, there appear to be seven parameters,
but, leaving aside p -v y and K '-fC'y, SU(3)-
and SU(2)-breaking contributions to VPy decays
can be expressed in terms of only two parameters.
Using &u-vy, e-ny, and Q-ny as inputs, other
decay widths are calculated as shown in the fourth
column of Table II. Values of the effective para-
meters are

(4.3)

A + —', (2a,'+ a~) = 14.09,

2a, +a, =2.02,

(2a,'+ a,') ——,
' (a, —2a,') = 11.00 .

(4.4)

Because of relation (3.2), pny remains compatible
with my for both solutions and now p —z y no
longer discriminates between the two solutions
for ~ - qy. The destructive-interference solution"
for +-gy predicts a narrow K* -K'y decay width.
But this choice for the ~-gy decay rate lowers
the n'- py/n'- u&y decay-width ratio substantially
to 3.V. From Table I it is easy to obtain the fol-
lowing relation [in the presence of SU(2) as well
as SU(3) breaking]:

r(n'- pr) 1 4 r(p - ny)
I'(n'-~r) ' r((u-ny)

Now 1"(p - m y) and I'(K*'-K'y) can be fixed in-
dependently to their desired values, leading to

a, =0.57, a3 = 0.60, a3 = 5.68,

A+ +a,'=10.29, a,'- 8 (a, -2a,') =2.66.
(4.5)

If SU(3) breaking is suppressed, ' these decay am-
plitudes becomes equal, i.e,

@ rl&*&=&vrlp &

4.10 + O.VV 3.90+0.24,
(4.6)

a well satisfied relation. Relation (4.2) breaks up
into

X'r le*'&= ~&a le&

-5.68+1.25 -5.85+0.61,

&vy
l
~& = ~(&rn

l
~&+ &ny

l 0&),

(4.7)

14.09 +0.41 15.44 +0.90 (destructive-interference
solution) . (4.8)

Thus large isospin violations, which tend to
choose destructive-interference solutions for
v-qy, can give K* decay rates in good agreement
with experiment. But this choice leads to unac-
ceptable values for the g' decay ratio and predicts
very large values for the p'- z'y decay width. Al-
though there is no experimental measurement
available for p —z y, its larger value is seriously
unfavored by two-photon decay widths of pseudo-
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A+, g,'=13.91, ai =-2.14' as= 1 83
(4.9)

scalar mesons (fourth column of Table II). Fixing
isospin-breaking strength by using I'(w'-py) as
input, we obtain I (&c-eely} =5.45 keV, clearly
favoring the constructive-interference solution.
With this the agreement with other V -Py, includ-
ing tl' decays, is restored (fourth column of Table
II). Various parameters are

action. There appears to be three parameters for
SU(4) breaking. However, one may start by as-
suming the general symmetry-breaking Hamilton-
ian to be a Ty+&Tg+&T4 component of 15, thereby
expressing the relative strength of SU(4) through
the single parameter y. Since at present no ex-
perimental data is available for charm-particle
radiative decays, we are unable to predict the
decay rates.

as' = 0.26, a,'- -', (a, —2a,') =-0.73.

The a, and a,' are related to the quark-mass ratio
as

4,' Nl„20, 0
m~ A '

ms A
(4.10)

Although I'(K*'-K'y) is found to be large again,
isospin breaking tends to lower it. We also obtain

I'(p'-w'y) =1.12F(p - iT y) . (4.11)

The same value has also been predicted by Isgur
et al. based on isospin violation due to segrega-
tion into dd and uu mesons.

V. CHARM SECTOR

The formalism can be extended to SU(4) sym-
metry to include charm particles by choosing the
electromagnetic Hamiltonian to transform as a

-Z' —sT' -Ts+ —,T' (5.1)

component of 15$1. Vector and pseudoscalar
mesons now form the 16-piet of SU(4). In this
scheme the form for the symmetry-breaking Ham-
iltonian remains the same as (2.13}and (2.14) for
f and s-u channels, respectively. SU(4)-breaking
contributions can be obtained by assigning H, to be
the T~4component of 15. The uncharmed sector
remains unaff ected. The Gkubo- Zweig-Iizuka-
rule-violating decays such as g -s(q, t) ') +y and

t), —p(&c, p)+y are forbidden as a result of ideal
mixing. Here also small observed values for P
decays" can be obtained by varying &c, Q, g mixing
slightly from its ideal value. In Table III we give
the contribution to charm-particle decays arising
from isospin-, SU(3)-, and SU(4)-breaking inter-

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied symmetry-break-
ing effects on VPy decays in a semidynamical
scheme. We consider the symmetry-breaking con-
tribution to arise from the scattering process
S+V-P+y in s, t, and u channels and assume
that the transition is dominated by nonexotic in-
termediate states and that the V and P exchange
symmetry present in the symmetric case is re-
spected by symmetry-breaking interaction. Such
SU(3)-symmetry-breaking effects are able to ex-
plain all the VPy decay rates, including the g' de-
cays, except that a large value for I"(K*'-K'y)
is predicted. In view of the recent criticism" of
the data analysis in the Primakoff-effect experi-
ments, the measurement of I'(K'~-K'y) is sus-
pect and a new experiment is very desirable.
Another possibility to explain the rather narrow
I'(K*0-Key) is to include the isospin breaking. '
The consequences of isospin breaking have also
been studied in other areas, "'I' leading to various
estimates for m„/m„ratio. We observe that iso-
spin breaking can account for K*'-K'y and K*'
-K'y decays, but lowers the ratio q'-py

~

q'- ~y
substantially and gives larger values for P -yy
decay widths. Determining isospin breaking by
using n'-yy decay width, the agreement with ex-
periment is restored. I'(K*'-K*@)is also low-
ered to 142 keV which differs by a.s much as 30%
from the maximum possible experimental value.
Looking at the 20/c uncertainty in other numbers,
this disagreement may not be that serious.
Another effect of isospin breaking is the nonequal-
ity of charged and neutral modes of p-my; we

SU(2) breaking
t channel g-g channel

TABLE III. Charm-particle decay amplitudes. The 0-&ltllq'+V and ti, —p[~[+y decay amplitudes vanish.
L

SU(4) breaking SU(3) breaking
Symmetry t channel z-u channel t channel z-z channel

D gODO~

D g+D+~

~ ++I+~

4A/3

W/3

W/3

m/3

(4a) +2a2) /3

(4", + 2,")/3

{4a, +2a", ) /3

{8a(+2a2)/3

2a3/3

-a3/3

-as /3

4a", /3

-a2/3

-a2/3

{—2ag —a2) /3

-a2/3

2a3/3

{4ag+2a2) /3

2a2/3

2a2/3

2ag/3

2a3/3
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predict I'(p'- w'y) =1.121 (p -m y)
Finally, we conclude that the measurement of

p'- m'y and K*'-K'y decay rates and absolute
values for g' decays are highly desirable for the
proper understanding of radiative decays. Clear-
ing the interference-phase problem between p- gy
and ~-~ will throw more light on the picture.

APPENDIX

Various reduced matrix element A's are related
to b's [parameter in (2.6)] as follows:

(i) For the s channel:

b2 +10 Alo 2v) t

bs = (-A 10-A10*+Asv)

b =
4

b—
5

b =
6

b7=

bs

(As ~As + ~ As
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(ii) For the t channel:

11 12 21 22

2
= (As As As +As + 2 A1o+ —sA,'os- —, ,',),l2 21 22

b, —(-A,'0 -A,os+ Asv),

b4 +10 A ios 2v) &

bs = (A10-A10*+Asv»

(A2)

b, =

b =
8

b =
9

11 12 ' 21 22

(As -As +As -As —sA10- 2Atos s Asv) ~
11 12 21 22

(A,' —+ A,' + +, A,', ) .

(iii) For the u channel:

b, —(A,"„+As, As„As„2A1o sA1o* s Asv) ~

ll 12 21 22

b, = (A"- + A" + ~ A" )

b4 ( A 10 A10s+Asv)
(A3)

b =(A" -A" -A" +A" + —,'A" + —'A" s- —'A" )5 81] 812 821 822 10 10

11 12 21 22

bv —(A10-A10s+Asv)

b, =(-A," +A," +A," ),
bs = (A10+Alo*+Asv) ~
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